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GOOGLE
YOUR EVENTS

Google Search will now help you find nearby events!

Sarah Perez
Tech Crunch

Google today is updating its app and mobile web experience in the U.S. to help web searchers
more easily find things to do – like concerts, art exhibits, lectures, festivals, meetups, sporting
events, and more – which are happening nearby, either now or in the future.
The company says it’s rolling out this new feature now because it sees millions of daily search
queries related to finding local events and activities.
However, what’s left unsaid is that the public events space is something Facebook has grown
to dominate – 100 million people use the feature daily, as of last fall, and 650 million use it
across Facebook. Facebook Page owners often keep a running list of their upcoming events,
which Facebook users can subscribe to, mark as interested in attending, or click to indicate
they’re going. Event activity then populates back to the News Feed, giving the events the
potential to virally spread among users’ friends. Facebook even offers its own standalone
Events app.
In addition, users also often turn to ticket sellers’ apps over
web searches when looking to buy tickets to concerts or
other sporting events – again, cutting Google out of the
equation.
Google’s answer to these ongoing threats is to do what it
does best: organize information and make it more easily
accessible.
The company has worked with a number of event-related
sites to make their content eligible to display in Google
Search. The events will appear when users type in a related
query, like “jazz concerts in Austin” or “art events this
weekend.”
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At launch, Google has pulled in data from Eventbrite,
Ticketmaster, SeatGeek, Meetup, Vividseats, Jambase,
LiveNation, Burbio, Allevents.in, Bookmyshow.com,
StubHub, Bandsintown, Yext and Eventful. This list of
supported sites will expand in time, Google says, and it
has also created developer guidelines for anyone else
who wants to make sure their own event listings are
surfaced in a similar way through Google Search.
In the updated search experience, you’ll be able to see
the details about each event at glance – like its title,
date, time, and location. You can also tap on “more
events” to be taken to a screen with an expanded list of
suggestions. When you find one you like, you can click
through to buy tickets from the website directly.
While Google is certainly giving these local events
more exposure, the ultimate goal is to keep mobile
users on Google, instead of other apps. The company
hasn’t officially partnered with any of the event sites,
nor is it taking commission on ticket sales facilitated
through its search engine.
Users will be able to use the new events listing like a weekly activity planner, too. You can tap
on options like “today,” “tomorrow,” “this weekend,” “next week” and “next weekend,” in order
to see which events are happening when.
Beyond searching for a specific type of activity on Google, you can also trigger the events
results to appear by typing in “events near me” into search.
The new feature is available starting today in the U.S. on mobile web and the Google app for
both iOS and Android devices. Google does not yet have plans for an international expansion.

Visit Article HERE!
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NEW MEMBER
SPOTLIGHT
Vlad's Bio:
Vlad helps planners from all around the world to create the
best Event App experience at their events.

How did you hear about MPI?
I heard about MPI through lots of networking

Why did you join?
I joined MPI because it felt right to do so. I also
want more networking opportunities.

VLAD POLIKHUN
ATTENDIFY

What are you hoping to gain from being a MPI member?
I want to attend events as a member. I also want to increase awareness of
Attendify Event Application and Lead Retrieval products among BC event
planners.

Attention New Members!
Don't forget to fill out the new member
survey to be featured in next month's
Explorer Magazine!
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FACE
RECOGNITION

The End Of Event Feedback Forms?

Online Editorial Team
EventMB

If you could track the emotions of your attendees in real-time, you wouldn’t need feedback
forms. Thanks to face recognition and emotion tracking, feedback forms could be a thing of the
past.
Event planners love the data they get from feedback forms. Rightly so! Using this data to create
the best possible experience for attendees is almost a silver bullet. Admittedly, you rarely get a
100% response rate and people don’t really like filling out forms but other than that, the
feedback form continues to be a valuable asset. Until now, that is. Like many of the
technologies highlighted in our 2017 trends report, face recognition is here and it’s likely to
have a big impact on events.

The Death of the Feedback Form
Recent advances in face recognition and
emotion tracking software will likely spell the
end for the traditional event feedback form.
Eventprofs will be able to use data from cameras
placed around the event to recognize attendees
and report back on how they are feeling based
on what their face is telling the system.
Emotion tracking trumps traditional feedback forms on several fronts. Firstly, you don’t have to
rely on the attendee wanting to give feedback. Although there will no doubt be some
paranoia around face tracking, it will be down to event managers to ensure that attendees
benefit enough from the technology to want to opt in. The other two main advantages are
that you can have multiple touchpoints around the event where attendees will be giving
feedback and that it will be happening in real-time. The real-time aspect will give event
organizers the ability to act quickly on attendee feedback during the event, rather than having
to fix it next time.
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The Face Recognition Privacy Debate
People have a right to anonymity and face recognition strips that right away. With face
recognition technology, you can know exactly who is doing what, where, when, and with the
addition of emotion tracking, how they’re feeling about it too. In most cases, certainly, where
events are concerned, that’s all very useful info. By knowing who someone is and what they’re
up to, you can deliver a better event experience and use the data to make experiences better
for others in the future. Also, by dropping the veil of anonymity, you can prevent a lot of trolling
and malice.
There is, of course, a downside. The public has become very wary of any technology that
collects and uses personal data. Rightly so. That data, once collected, is often passed around,
sold, or used by marketers to pester you until the end of time. The worst case scenario is that
data could end up in the hands of someone who wants to use it maliciously.
The key to overcoming the paranoia is to be open and honest about what you’re doing with
your data. If you plan to sell it on later or pass to other event partners, let your attendees know
about it. If you plan to delete everything after the event, tell them. If you’re keeping
anonymized data following the event, tell them.

The Proof is the Pie
Recently, Nestle pizza brand DiGiorno put face recognition technology to the test by
monitoring people’s emotional responses to various stimuli at parties. The tests found that
through monitoring people’s responses over time, they could ascertain which parts of the
experience were most joyful. For example, guests were happiest when they could smell pizza
being baked, more so than when they were actually eating it.

In Conclusion
We may be a little way from face recognition and emotion tracking becoming the norm at
events but we are expecting to see some interesting use cases arise over the coming year.

View Article HERE!
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STUDENTS IN
TRANSITION PROGRAM
Grow incrementally from your current student membership rate
to the full membership rate over a period of three years !

Graduating Student Members: This special plan is to
allow you to grow incrementally from your current
student membership rate to the full membership rate
over a period of three years. We understand the
relationships you build and the knowledge you gain as
you enter the meeting and event industry are critical for
your success, and we want to be there for you.
If you have recently graduated and your MPI student
membership is about to expire, you can take advantage
of this special program.

Learn more HERE!
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MPI-OPOLY JUNE GALA &
AWARDS DINNER 2017
Meet this year's winners!

Alina Doago

Planner of the Year - Heather Sharpe, Sherpa Group Events, Inc.
The purpose of the Planner Award is to recognize an individual Planner member
of the MPI BC Chapter, who represents leadership and excellence in the meeting
planning profession along with a commitment to the local community and an
exemplary record of customer service.
Supplier of the Year - Tom Stulberg, Fireworks Marketing Group & Loungeworks
The purpose of the Supplier Award is to recognize an individual Supplier member
of the MPI BC Chapter, who represents leadership and excellence in the meeting
planning profession along with a commitment to the local community and an
exemplary record of customer service.
Mentor of the Year - Shannon DeSouza, Conference Software Solutions
The purpose of the Mentor Award is to recognize an MPI BC member who has
demonstrated an outstanding ability to inspire, motivate and educate other
Chapter members. A member who has demonstrated openness with new
colleagues and an eagerness to support their professional development.
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MPI-OPOLY JUNE GALA &
AWARDS DINNER 2017
SOAR Scholarship - Danny Lidder, Semiahmoo Resort, Golf and Spa
The purpose of the SOAR Scholarship Program is to recognize an individual MPI
BC Chapter member who has demonstrated exceptional volunteerism to their
MPI chapter and community through leadership, commitment and dedication.
Preference will be given to candidates who have truly gone "above and beyond",
are passionate about their chapter, and have demonstrated commitment and
reliability. Scholarship: Certificate and $500 scholarship towards MPI programs
and activities. The SOAR scholarship is sponsored by the MPI Foundation and
M&IT magazine.
Future Leaders Scholarship - Kelsey Acres, BCIT
The purpose of the Future Leader Scholarship is to recognize an up and coming
MPI BC member and Future Leader for his/her enthusiastic contribution to the
Chapter, demonstrated leadership ability, and active involvement with an
industry association. Scholarship: Certificate and a $500 financial contribution
towards tuition and education supplies at enrolled University.
World of a Difference Award - Natalie Wilson, CMP CMM, RBC Global Asset
Management Inc.
President's Award - Heidi Hughes, Anvil Centre
Awards of Appreciation - Outgoing Board Members Natalie Wilson, CMP CMM RBC Global Asset Management Inc.
Danny Lidder, Semiahmoo Resort, Golf and Spa
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AIRLINES USING
FACEBOOK MESSENGER

Airlines Put Facebook Messenger Chatbots
to Work Answering Easy Questions

Brian Sumers
Skift

Every day, 10,000 customers contact Aeromexico to ask questions, and many — such as “Is there
a charge for checking a bag?” — are so simple they don’t require a human response.
So about a year ago, Aeromexico started using a Facebook Messenger chatbot to answer these
types of questions, loading an artificial intelligence “brain” with 500 common responses,
chosen from Facebook, Twitter, and telephone transcripts. The platform serves about 1,000
Spanish-speaking customers per day, handling roughly as many inquiries as two full-time
employees could but at a cheaper cost.
“It’s able to interpret any of the ways that any human could ask questions and determine what
they’re trying to ask and match it with one of the answers,” said Brian Gross, Aeromexico’s vice
president for digital innovation and strategy.
Like a lot of newish tech, it’s not perfect. Gross stumped it recently by using an offensive
Mexican phrase, and the bot told him it didn’t understand. It’s also not fully equipped to
answer some common questions, including “How do I change my flight?”
It can respond, but it directs passengers to regular customer service channels. The answer is
similar for bag fees, with the bot transferring customers to the airline’s website rather than
helping passengers pay what they owe. And while the bot can look up flights for sale, it will
send travelers to the website to buy them.
Eventually, Gross expects the bot to improve, and perhaps help solve basic issues from start to
finish. Several other airlines are also using or testing Facebook Messenger chatbots, including
Volaris, a Mexican discounter, Lufthansa Group, and KLM. Some bots answer questions, while
others allow passengers to buy tickets or receive flight status updates.
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For now, most airlines are focused on Messenger, since implementing bots on Facebook is
easier than on other services. But in the future, some airlines want to develop programs for
Whatsapp and WeChat.
Bots have already improved markedly since early versions like Alaska Airlines’ Ask Jenn, which
debuted almost a decade ago. Over time, experts say bots should become even more humanlike, and be better able to help customers buy tickets, pay for baggage and change their flights.
They argue that bots should be able to do everything agents can.
“Yes, you can have the bot with some answers to some questions,” said Inaki Uriz, CEO of
Caravelo, the company that helped Volaris build its bot. “If people actually ask about those
things, they get the answer. That’s the approach that many airlines have followed until now.
But we believe our chatbot has to be an airline assistant. It has to know you. It has to do
everything you want.”

Customers Ask the Same Questions
In the short term, having bots respond to basic questions makes the most senses since about
80 percent of passengers ask the same things, Uriz said.
Often, passengers want to know about baggage fees and whether they can bring a bicycle. Or
they want to know how early to arrive at the airport or what to expect from security checks.
Sometimes they want to know about where the airline flies, and how they can change their
flights.
“For that you can have a bot that can have straight precise and even rich answers,” Uriz said.
At Aeromexico, the bot handles these queries without difficulty, Gross said.
“You have people coming in with simple questions and the brain is able to match it with an
answer, and that’s the answer,” he said. “For example, for baggage allowance, you can have a
human typing out all this stuff, or you could just show them, ‘Here’s what you can take.’ I don’t
see the point of a human doing it.”

Continue Reading HERE!
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ADVERTISING &
SPONSORSHIP

Click here to learn more about becoming a Sponsor!

The community of Meeting Professionals International (MPI) is the largest, most vibrant single
audience of meeting and event professionals in the world. With 18,500 members across the
globe, the MPI community offers a world of opportunity to make your brand voice heard.
The MPI BC Chapter community is 200+ member strong and comprised of powerful decisionmakers in the meeting industry with buying power of $133 million. We have the following
advertising and sponsorship opportunities available. We invite you to take advantage of
getting your brand connected to our vibrant community.
For more information on advertising and sponsorship opportunities, please contact Danny
Lidder, VP of Advertising and Sponsorship at partnerships@mpibcchpater.com
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THE FUTURE OF
EVENTS TECHNOLOGY
Keeping up-to-date with the latest technology
is difficult. This is especially evident in the
events industry.

Murray Newlands
INC.

With the constant flood of technology, it's easy to not be up-to-date with the latest
advancements and gadgets. This is especially evident in the events industry. Which is why there
has been a recent surge of tech-related events.
For example, take a glance at the events calendar on TechMeme and you'll notice that there's
an explosion of tech events. In fact, there's an event almost every day in locations all over the
world. With the industry currently booming, how are events organizers and producers getting
smarter in applying integrated toolsets to marketing? Furthermore, what does the future hold
for events management, administration, and marketing?

Big data.
For the past several years big data has been a popular topics of discussion. While it's amazing
that we're able to gather and analyze large amounts of information, big data is most valuable
when you put it to good use.
For example, the organizers of an event can use Google Analytics to discover which online
campaigns are influencing registration or being discussed on social media. You can also track
the movements of attendees with Wi-Fi, GPS, iBeacons, or low-energy Bluetooth (via tools like
Topi and Loopd) to see which events or booths they're visiting. Or, you could send out survey
questionnaires or second-screen solutions to discover the actions and thoughts of audience
members before, during, and after an event.
DoubleDutch is one platform that can be used for acquiring and analyzing real-time data, since
it can see what session sponsors and attendees are most interested in.
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Improving engagement.
With the constant flood of technology, it's easy to not be up-to-date with the latest
advancements and gadgets. This is especially evident in the events industry. Which is why
there has been a recent surge of tech-related events.
For example, take a glance at the events calendar on TechMeme and you'll notice that there's
an explosion of tech events. In fact, there's an event almost every day in locations all over the
world. With the industry currently booming, how are events organizers and producers getting
smarter in applying integrated toolsets to marketing? Furthermore, what does the future hold
for events management, administration, and marketing?

Sensor integration and wearable technology.
Digital technology is also changing the landscape
of events thanks to sensor integration. Take
Connect&Go. The company is using wearable
technology, in this case an RFID wristband, to
accept cashless payments, connect to social media
accounts, and replace paper tickets. Bright
Interactive is also using sensor integration to create
innovative games and displays at events. In fact,
Bright Interactive recently teamed up with Victoria
Hill to create one of the most technologically
advanced exhibits ever, the Marvel Avengers
S.T.A.T.I.O.N. in Times Square.

Personalized experience.
With all of this access to data and technology, an events planner can now provide attendees a
more personalized experience. In fact, don't be surprised if someday the large events are
replaced by several smaller events that are focused on data segmentation.
With tools like Pathable and Goombal you can plan such events, because you have access to
the preferences of attendees, speakers, and sponsors, which allows you to create the perfect
event just for them.

Continue Reading HERE!
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SNAPCHAT VS
INSTAGRAM
The Battle For Events

Online Editorial Team
EventMB

As the game of one up and catch up continues between Instagram and Snapchat, we discuss
why both platforms are important to eventprofs and how events can capitalize.
It seems the battle for supremacy between Instagram and Snapchat will never end. Just the
other week, Instagram launched a new feature called “Face Filters” which allows users to adorn
their faces with digital masks and other accessories. The feature forms a part of Instagram’s
Stories (collections of pictures that disappear after 24 hours) feature. It all sounds a bit familiar.
Social media is not new anymore and neither are many of its technological advances. In fact, it
looks like a race of “me too” companies, desperately competing and trying to one up each other
on features. However, there is a bigger picture and it’s largely down to the way social media – or
more importantly, its users – have evolved.

It’s All About Me
Ten years ago, when the term “social
media” was still fresh, Facebook’s wall and
Twitter’s endless stream of updates
changed the very nature of how and why
people communicate on the internet.
Suddenly, everyone and anyone had a
platform. A platform to speak from and a
way to be heard. Naturally, narcissism
reigned supreme and still does to this day.
All of a sudden, the Internet became a sea
of selfies. People wanted their friends and
the wider world to see what a great time
they were having. Look at me. Look how
great my life is.
EXPLORER
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The Magic of Moments
In recent years, the social media giants have noticed a pattern. It’s not just “look at me”, it’s “look
at me doing this thing”. People are sharing moments of their lives with their friends and the
wider world. Whenever a moment happens, social media needs to be there to amplify it. Both
Instagram and Snapchat have finely tuned their applications to be the perfect platform for
doing so and there doesn’t seem to be much between them in that sense.

FOMO – The Opportunity For Events
Sharing moments is a way of sharing memories but in real-time, as they happen. For those
not in the moment, this can lead to FOMO (fear of missing out). For event professionals, this is
a golden opportunity not to be missed. Frankly, which platform is used for that is irrelevant.
What’s important is that event attendees are sharing those moments and that their friends or
followers are getting bitten by the FOMO bug.

Advertising
Both platforms now offer attractive advertising options for events but Snapchat is currently
ahead of the game. With Snapchat’s Geofilters, a brand can effectively sponsor a location or
an event. Instagram’s new hashtagging and location tagging in Stories works in a similar way
but isn’t yet available as an advertising option. It’s probably only a matter of time until that
changes.

Who Is Winning?
Arguably, Snapchat seems to be leading on innovation and is building a massive user base
to go with it. However, Instagram already has a massive audience and recent statistics show
that use of the Stories feature is catching up with Snapchat. It’s also worth mentioning that
Instagram is a part of the beast that is Facebook. Although the two services remain
reasonably separate, Facebook’s might and massive global audience are hard to ignore. The
jury is still out on that one.

Read Full Article HERE!
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MPI SCHOLARSHIPS
AND GRANTS

It's the mission of the MPI Foundation to fund education and panindustry research that drives the success of meeting professionals.
This happens most directly through scholarships to MPI members.

Membership Scholarships
Available for new MPI members.
Covers the cost of a Preferred MPI membership for one
year.

Professional Development Scholarships
Only available to current MPI members in good standing.
Funding available towards all MPI Academy courses
(including CMM, HMCC, Experiential Event Series, Meetings
Essentials, Basics Boot Camp, and more!)

Conference Scholarships
Only available to current MPI members in good standing.
Conferences available for funding each year include: WEC,
EMEC, IMEX America and IMEX Frankfurt.

Read more about these great
opportunities HERE!
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USE EVENT TECH
TO SAVE MONEY

Online Editorial Team
EventMB
Event technology streamlines operations and by doing so can
save event planners and clients lots of money.

While some of these solutions require an initial investment, the return is worth it as they will
make you more efficient, simplify your tasks, and/or help you increase revenue

1. Staff Time

Customer service ties up a lot of resources but if you don’t provide it, attendees will tie up
other staff members. Chatbots can help you answer the same old questions without a drain
on your resources, plus attendees can access chatbots at anytime from anywhere they have
an Internet connection. SXSW’s chatbot answered 56,000 questions at this year’s event.

2. Swag and Giveaways
Swag is fun for attendees but costly and some of it never makes it home. Virtual event bags
can provide all the bonuses of swag and fun without forcing attendees to lug a bag around.
Instead, codes can be issued and gifts can be obtained when the attendee is at home or at
the office, making it convenient and ensuring they’re accessing your information when they
can act on it – not in the middle of the event.

3. Engagement Using Devices

There’s tech that lets your session leaders share their
slide decks with your audience via their phones. No
more squinting to read a board or screen again. But
the best part of this tech is that every interaction with
the material is captured and it can be downloaded
into a CRM giving you insights into your attendees’
activity, which you can then use to create a better
experience and a more targeted marketing campaign.
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4. Call for Speaker Process
You can burn a lot of man hours sorting through speakers. Instead, you can use software to
create a short list based on things you’re looking for such as global applicants or weeding
out items you don’t want, such as eliminating those who’ve given the same presentation at
another location.

5. Payment Convenuence
Many events have switched to allowing credit
card payments but you want to ensure your use
of such is portable. Don’t tie purchases down
based on your credit card machine. Instead,
give it wings by using a portable credit card
paying option.

6. Attendee Entertainment
Use Twitter to play a scavenger hunt, posting pictures at suggested stations or with people,
and using a specific hashtag (or QR code). You can also run a scavenger hunt with an app
designed for that.

7. After-Hours Food
Augmented reality (AR) can help
exhibitors and sponsors to show off their
products in ways previously impossible
from a physical or economic perspective.
Have a craft beer vendor that wants to
show how their brewing process is
different? AR can “transport” attendees to
their brewery without leaving your event.

Read All 75 Strategies HERE!
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FOLLOW MPI
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Make sure to follow MPI British Columbia Chapter on social media! Find out
about all of our amazing events, keep up with industry trends, and get the scoop
on exciting chapter news!

Visit our Facebook Page HERE!
Visit our Linkedin Profile HERE!
Visit our Twitter Page HERE!
Visit our Instagram HERE!
Got feedback for our social media and newsletter?
communications@mpibcchapter.com
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BECAUSE THE PEOPLE
WHO ARE CRAZY
ENOUGH TO
THINK THEY CAN
CHANGE THE WORLD
ARE THE ONES THAT DO
Steve Jobs
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